
ABSTRACT
The estimation of the saturation flow rate is of utmost 

importance when defining the signal plan at intersec-
tions. Because of the numerous influential factors, the 
values of which are hard to be determined, the subject 
problem is to be regarded as an extremely complex one. 
This research deals with the estimation of a saturation 
flow rate of a shared lane with permitted left turns. The 
suggested algorithm is based on the application of the 
artificial neural networks where the data for training are 
received by simulation. The results obtained by the neu-
ral networks are compared with multiple linear regres-
sion and the known HCM 2010 approach for determining 
the saturated flow of a shared lane. The testing data have 
shown that the approach based on the artificial neural 
networks foresaw statistically significantly better values 
than the ones obtained by multiple linear regression, with 
an error of 27 veh/h against 49 veh/h. The HCM 2010 ap-
proach is significantly worse than the two others includ-
ed in this research. The ways of the future development 
of the suggested method could include additional factors, 
such as the grade of the traffic lane, the proximity of the 
bus stops, and others.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The saturated flow rate is seen as the maximum 

number of vehicles that the traffic lane can serve 
when assigned the green time for an hour. When  

determining the signal plans at the intersections, the 
capacity of the traffic lane directly depends on the 
value of the saturated flow rate. A wrong estimate of 
the saturation flow rate of the lane can lead to bad 
signal plans, which consequently leads to unnec-
essary additional vehicles delay and longer queues 
when approaching the intersections. All of this re-
sults in a drop in the level of service (LOS).

The estimation of the lane saturation flow rate, 
especially when it comes to a Shared Lane with 
Permitted Left Turns (SLPLT), presents a complex 
problem. The saturation flow rate can be measured 
in the field, by recording an average headway, i.e. 
the average time between two consecutive vehicles 
departing from a lane [1]. These kinds of measure-
ments are not easy to perform for SLPLT because 
the average headway has significant variations de-
pending on the factors influencing the left turns (the 
input variables into the model suggested in this pa-
per).

Due to the importance and complexity of the 
problem, a lot of authors have considered different 
approaches and developed different models for the 
estimation of the saturation flow of SLPLT. The es-
timation of the saturation flow on the example of 
more traffic lanes, based on a regressive analysis, 
was given in paper [2]. In paper [3] the software 
for controlling the traffic in real-time “PRODYN” 
was used for the purpose of estimating the satura-
tion flow rate of SLPLT. An author in [4] suggests 
an estimation model of SLPLT, based on the new  
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temporary method of machine learning in the es-
timation of the saturated flow of SLPLT were not 
examined.

In this paper, the author deals with the applica-
tion of Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and Ar-
tificial Neural Networks (ANN) on the problem of 
the saturated flow SPLPT estimation. For different 
values of the pre-defined influential factors, the val-
ues of the saturated flow of SLPLT were determined 
using the simulation approach. These data were then 
used for the process of training in the stated meth-
ods. The results obtained by MLR and ANN were 
compared with those provided by the commonly 
known HCM 2010 approach. As far as the author is 
concerned, this kind of approach has not been used 
for the consideration of the subject problem so far.

After the introductory considerations, the second 
Section is dedicated to the setting and description 
of the problem in question. In the third Section, all 
the models for the SLPLT estimation are explained. 
The results which were obtained and the discussion 
about them is the content of Section IV. The last, 
fifth Section is dedicated to conclusive consider-
ations and the directions of future research.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this paper, the problem of the estimation of 

the saturation flow rate of a Shared Lane with Per-
mitted Left Turns (SLPLT) is being considered. It 
is not often easy to determine the saturation flow 
rate of a shared lane because of numerous factors 
influencing that value. This task is additionally 
complicated when one traffic lane serves the flows 
of different directions, as it is the case with SLPLT. 

The drivers look for an acceptable gap in the 
opposing flow to perform the movement of left 
turns. The block of a traffic lane appears during 
the period when the vehicles cannot find the gap 
in the opposing flow and the saturated flow is re-
duced. During the left-turn movements, it often 
happens that the vehicles are served together with 
the pedestrians, which additionally influences the 
saturated flow. Besides, commercial vehicles and 
public transport vehicles influence the speed of the 
traffic flow and the value of the saturated flow rate 
is thus reduced. Accordingly, this paper will con-
sider the following influential factors on the satu-
rated flow of SLPLT, which at the same time repre-
sent the input variables for the estimation models: 
X1 – proportion of left turns in the shared lane (%); 

analytical dependencies of the saturation flow and 
influential factors. The results show the advantages 
of this model compared to the HCM 2010 method. 
Authors in [5] developed a hybrid model for SLPLT 
estimation based on simulation. The suggested mod-
el showed its advantages over the HCM 2010 mod-
el. Authors in [6] compare three methods for the es-
timation of the saturation flow rate of shared lanes: 
Highway Capacity Manual 2010 (HCM2010), Aus-
tralian Road Research Board (ARRB) and the Ca-
nadian methods. The results show that the ARRB 
method gives the values which are the closest to 
those measured in the field. Authors in [7] dealt 
with the impact of motorcycle drivers on the satu-
ration flow rate of shared lanes. The results show a 
considerable dependence and recommendation that 
this group of drivers should be taken into account 
when designing and estimating the signal plans at 
intersections.

Authors in [8] dealt with the dependence of the 
saturation flow rate in the function of socio-demo-
graphic factors such as area population, average 
age, average income and average trip distance. In 
paper [9] an algorithm was developed for the es-
timation of the saturation flow rate in the case of a 
longer time cycle. The estimation of the saturation 
flow at intersections with extremely heterogeneous 
traffic flow can be found in paper [10]. Lane Utili-
zation Analysis of SLPLT was shown in paper [11]. 
Authors in [12] dealt with the problem of estimating 
the saturation flow for the shared right-turn lanes.

On the example of the intersections in China, 
the authors concluded that the HCM 2010 method 
had underestimated the influence of pedestrians on 
the saturated flow. The application of video cameras 
and detectors for the estimation of the saturated flow 
of shared lanes can be found in papers [13, 14]. The 
idea of implementing the left-turn waiting areas, for 
the purpose of increasing the intersection capacity 
can be found in paper [15]. A model for determining 
the saturated flow of exit lanes for left-turn intersec-
tions can be seen in paper [16]. The saturation flow 
rate analysis under the automated vehicle environ-
ment can be found in paper [17].

Since we are dealing with a complex problem, 
although numerous works exist, there is space for 
further research. Previous studies did not deal con-
siderably with the possibilities of forecasting the 
saturated flow based on the values that were already 
measured. Besides, all the possibilities of the con-
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that the simulation could take into account different 
patterns of vehicle arrivals. The final value for each 
data (sSIM) represents the average value of five sim-
ulation runs and is shown in the Appendix. During 
the simulation, the following parameters were used: 

 – speed of the cars in the flow: 48-58 km/h;
 – speed of the commercial vehicles in the flow: 40-

45 km/h;
 – left turning speed: 30-35 km/h;
 – warm-up time: 100 s.

These values, obtained by simulation, will be 
marked by sSIM.
Phase 2: Using n input/output pairs of data for the 
calculation models of the saturated flow. The first 
model is based on the HCM 2010 procedure and 
the generated values will be marked by sHCM. The 
second model is based on the multiple regression 
analysis and the generated values will be marked by 
sMLR, while the third model is based on the artificial 
neural networks and the generated values will be 
marked by sANN.
Phase 3: To use n of the input data for testing the 
efficiency of all three suggested models. The results 
obtained by simulation are considered to be meri-
tory and the errors of the suggested models will be 
calculated accordingly.

It is not easy to generalize different measure-
ments from the field to adopt them as meritory at 
all the intersections. One general model obtained 
by simulation, under the value of the simulation pa-
rameters given, can be considered precise enough 
to be adopted as meritory for the requirements of 
this paper.

3. CALCULATION MODELS
In this paper, three models for the calculation 

of the saturation flow of SLPLT will be used. The 
first one is the analytical approach, based on HCM 
2010 calculations. The second approach assumes 
the multiple regression analysis based on the input/
output pairs of data generated by simulation. The 
third is the approach which implies the use of arti-
ficial neural networks as a universal approximator.

X2 – opposing demands (pcu/h); X3 – pedestrian 
conflict demands (ped/h); X4 – proportion of heavy 
vehicles in the shared lane (%).

The saturated flow can be influenced by other 
factors, such as the lane width, the proximity of 
public transport stations, the grade of the traffic 
lane, etc. Let us assume that these and the other fac-
tors have no influence on the saturated flow.

The procedure for the prediction of the saturat-
ed flow can be divided into three phases (Figure 1). 
The first phase is generating the input parameters 
and obtaining the results by simulation. The second 
phase represents the application of different analyt-
ical models for the estimation of the saturation flow 
value. The third phase refers to the evaluation of 
the results obtained by all methods. The evaluation 
criteria are the deviation of analytically obtained 
saturation flow values from those obtained by sim-
ulation.

Ph
as

e 
1

Ph
as

e 
2

Ph
as

e 
3

Defining input parameters for n
training and m test data

Obtaining outputs (sSIM) by
simulation approach

Obtaining outputs (sHCM) by HCM
approach

Obtaining outputs (sMLR) by multiple
linear regression

Obtaining outputs (sANN) by artifical
neural network

On m test data, calculate the error
between SSIM and other methods

Figure 1 – Modelling phases in the estimation of saturation 
flow rate

The explanations for each of the phases in Figure 1 
are as follows:
Phase 1: To generate n pairs of the input data ran-
domly. The range in which the input variables are to 
be found is shown in Table 1.
The simulation was performed in the software 
package Synchro 7. For each data, five simulations 
were performed with a different number of seeds. 
The seeds took the following values: 10, 20, 30, 40 
and 50. A different number of seeds is needed so 

Table 1 – Domains for input variables

Variable Domain
X1 [%] [10, 50]
X2 [pcu/h] [50, 400]
X3 [ped/h] [50, 500]
X4 [%] [5, 15]
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where qopp represents the opposing demands  
[veh/h].

A through-car equivalent for permitted left turns 
(EL1) is calculated as follows [1]:

E s
s 1L LT

HT
1 = -  (5)

where:
sHT – saturation flow of through traffic = 1,900  
   veh/h/ln;
sLT – filter saturation flow of permitted left turns  
   [veh/h/ln].
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where:
tc – critical gap = 4.5 s;
tf – ollow-up headway = 4.5 s (shared lane), 2.5 s  
  (exclusive lane).

Pedestrian adjustment factor for left-turn move-
ments is calculated as follows [1]:

f P
q

1 1 1 2000Lpb L
ped

$= - - -a a kk  (7)

where qped are the pedestrian demands [ped/h].

3.2 Multiple linear regression
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), known as 

a machine learning method, is used in many fields 
of science for data forecasting. Some examples of 
MLR application for saturated flows can be found 
in [18, 19], but, as far as we know, there is no appli-
cation of the MLR on the saturated flow of SLPLT. 
The input data for the MLR are represented by a set 
of independent variables, while the output variable 
is dependent on the input. The assumption that the 
output variable depends on the input ones can be 
described linearly. According to this, the following 
linear equation is introduced:

S a b X b X b X b XMLR
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4$ $ $ $= + + + +  (8)

where bi are the coefficients and a is an intercept.
For the optimization of the regression coeffi-

cients and intercept, the following model of combi-
natory optimization is set:
Minimize

F n

s si
SIM

i
MLR

i

n
2

1=
-

=
^ h/

 (9)

subject to:

a a amin max# #  (10)

b b bjmin j jmax# #  (11)

3.1 HCM 2010 approach
The HCM 2010 procedure offers eleven correc-

tion factors which reduce the base value of 1,900 
pcu/h (passenger car units per hour). According to 
the adopted criteria for the calculation of the satu-
rated flow, the following formula will be applied:

s s f f fo HV LT Lpb$ $ $=  (1)

where: 
s  – saturation flow rate for the subject lane  
   [veh/h/ln];
so – base saturation flow rate per lane = 1,900  
   pcu/h/ln;
fHV – adjustment factor for heavy vehicles in a  
   traffic stream;
fLT – adjustment factor for left turns in the lane;
fLpb – pedestrian adjustment factor for left-turn  
   movements.

The adjustment factor for heavy vehicles in the 
traffic stream is calculated as follows [1]:

f P E100 1
100

HV
HV T$

= + -^ h  (2)

where:
PHV – proportion of heavy vehicles for lane  
    demands;
ET  – passenger-car equivalent (ET usually  
    equals 2).

The saturated flow represents a maximum num-
ber of vehicles that the traffic lane can serve during 
3,600 seconds. To enable the application of the 
HCM 2010 procedure for the saturation flow, an as-
sumption has been introduced that the green time of 
the shared lane is g=3,600 s.

The green time should be divided into two pe-
riods. During the first period, the shared lane is 
blocked because the left-turning vehicles cannot fil-
ter themselves through the opposing flow. This time 
is marked by gq. During the second period, g-gq, ve-
hicles manage to find a gap through the opposing 
flow and the lane is released. 

The adjustment factor for the left-turns in the 
shared lane with a permitted left turn is calculated 
as follows [1]:

f g
g g

P E1 1
1

LT
q

L L1
$=

-
+ -^ h  (3)

where PL is the proportion of the left-turning vehi-
cles in a shared lane [veh/h/ln].

Part of time g during which a shared lane is be-
ing blocked (gq) is calculated as follows [1]:

.g q4 943 .
q

0 762
opp$=  (4)
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 – maximum number of generation: 100;
 – population size: 10.

The following equation of multiple linear regres-
sion has been obtained:

. . . .
.

s X X X
X

2274 748 10 362 1 001 0 524
7 085

MLR
1 2 3

4

$ $ $

$

= - - - -
-

 (12)

The multiple coefficient of correlation Rmul is 
thus calculated:

 .R SD s
SD s 0 954mul SIM

MLR
= =

^
^ h

h  (13)

where SD is the marked standard deviation.
Adjusted R (Radj) is calculated as follows:

.R n k
R n1 1

1 1 0 906adj
mul
2 $= - - -

- - =
^ h  (14)

where n is the number of training data, and k is the 
number of variables.

Rmul is a correlation factor which shows the per-
centage of variation explained by a regression mod-
el out of the total variation. By increasing the num-
ber of variables, Rmul will always grow, which can 
lead to an overfit model. Radj is the factor of correla-
tion which penalizes the adding of new variables 
without an important share in the improvement of 
the existing model. When it comes to the measure of 
the model quality of the multiple linear regression, 
the correlation factor Radj is relevant. 

Attempts were also made with multiple regres-
sion, where the input parameters were described by 
the polynomial of degree two, but no improvement 
in the Radj value was noticed.

3.3 Artificial neural network 
The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a math-

ematical algorithm which imitates the neural net-
work in a human brain. ANN can solve complex 
problems where the task is to copy one set of input 
data into the output function, so they are also called 
the universal approximators. Using the data from 
the past, assigned in advance, ANN learns from 
them. When given the unknown input data, ANN 
can perform a prediction of their outputs based on 
the previous experience obtained by learning. ANN 
is made of layers, each of which contains a certain 
number of neurons. The neurons of one layer are 
connected only with the neurons of the next layer. 
The architecture of such a neural network, called 
the multilayer perceptron, suited for the subject 
problem, is given in Figure 2.

Fitness function F (Equation 9) minimizes the dif-
ference between the saturated flow obtained by the 
simulation and the saturated flow obtained by MLR 
for all the n pairs of the training data. Constraint 10 
defines the interval for the feasible intercept values. 
Constraint 11 defines the interval of the values for the 
feasible coefficients.

The initial values of coefficients and the inter-
cept are obtained by data analyses which have been 
implemented in the software Microsoft Excel. The 
final solutions of coefficients and the intercept are 
obtained by a genetic algorithm, implemented in the 
Matlab software.

Genetic algorithms rest on natural selection prin-
ciples. Only the individuals who adapted best to the 
environment and remained strong would have the 
opportunity to leave their genetic material for future 
generations. When this kind of logic is copied so 
that it can be applied for solving the combinatorial 
optimization problems, the individuals are the key 
to the solution. In this case, the individual represents 
the following set [a, b1, b2, b3, b4]. Each individual 
is assigned a concrete value of the fitness function 
F. At the beginning of the algorithm, the initial gen-
eration of individuals is being generated. Each gen-
eration goes through the processes of selection of 
individuals for the crossover, crossover and muta-
tion, so the next generation of individuals could be 
produced. This procedure is being generated in it-
erations until the maximum number of generations, 
which has previously been defined, is reached. The 
more detailed explanations of this algorithm and the 
processes which are being performed on the gener-
ations of individuals can be found in the following 
books [20, 21].

The justification of the genetic algorithms ap-
plication lies in the fact that we are dealing with 
the problem of difficult combinatory optimization, 
which has been known in the literature so far. Some 
of the works which show this are the following ones 
[22, 23, 24]. The minimum and the maximum val-
ues for a and bj are adopted considering the initial 
solution so that they can cover sufficient space of 
feasible solutions. In this very case, the maximum 
and the minimum value of these coefficients is 
3,000 and -100, respectively. The parameters of ge-
netic algorithms which have been used for solving 
the problem are the following: 

 – way of selection: proportional;
 – crossover probability: 30%;
 – mutation probability: 4%;
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f X e1
1

X= +
^ h  (17)

Adjusting the weights wnh and wn, with mini-
mizing some of the criterion functions, present the 
training process for ANN. The “backpropagation” 
is one of the most applied learning algorithms for 
ANN. Starting from the output layer, through the 
hidden layers, to the input layers, this algorithm 
calculates the error for each node of the neural net-
work. The error represents a difference between the 
obtained and the desired value of the output func-
tion. The algorithm procedure is being repeated 
through the epochs until the minimum value of the 
error is reached. In one epoch, error E can be calcu-
lated as follows:

E d o2
1

p p
n

N
2

1
$= -

=
/  (18)

where:
n  – neuron index, n=1, 2,.., N;
dp – desired output;
op – obtained output.

The evaluation of the error through the epochs 
is given in Figure 3. The number of epochs is set in 
advance to the value of 1,000.

There are three types of layers in the neural net-
work in Figure 2: the input, the output and between 
them, a hidden layer. Mathematically speaking, if 
h is the index of the neurons in the hidden layers 
which count up to H, and n is the index of the neu-
rons in the output layer which count up to N, the 
neural network from Figure 2 can be described as 
follows [25]:

s f O wh h
h

H

1
1
$=

=
e o/  (15)

O f X wh n nh
n

H

2
1
$=

=
e o/  (16)

where:
s     – output from the ANN;
Oh    – output of the h-th hidden node;
wnh    – weight between the n-th node of the  
      input and h-th node of the hidden layer;
wh    – weight between the h-th node of the  
      hidden layer and the output layer;
Xn    – inputs to the ANN;
f1 and f2 – activation functions.

The most frequently used activation function is a 
sigmoid function:

s
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Figure 2 – Neural network architecture
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the three suggested models will be performed on the 
unknown input parameters. In Table 2, the testing re-
sults are shown for each of the suggested methods.

The errors for each of the three suggested models 
were marked by σHCM, σMLR and σANN, respectively. 
The marked errors are calculated in the following 
way:

M

s s
311HCM

m
HCM

m
SIM

m

M
2

1v =
-

==
^ h/

 (19)

M

s s
49MLR

m
MLR

m
SIM

m

M
2

1v =
-

==
^ h/

 (20)

M

s s
27ANN

m
ANN

m
SIM

m

M
2

1v =
-

==
^ h/

 (21)

The smallest error will be the measure for the 
quality of all three methods. Table 2 also presents 
an absolute difference (in veh/h) between the 
evaluated values of the saturated flow and the val-
ues obtained by simulation. These values will be 
marked by diffHCM, diffMLR and diffANN, according 
to the names of the suggested methods (shown in 
Figure 5).

The HCM 2010 method showed the worst re-
sults with the error value σHCM = 311 veh/h. This 
method was commonly used in practice because 
of its uniformity and simplicity. With some other 
lanes, this error would have probably been smaller, 
which can supply space for further research. The 
reason for this kind of thinking is that the shared 
lane with permitted left turns is one of the most 
difficult lanes for the precise analytical calculation 
of the saturated flow.

The error value of the two remaining methods, 
σMLR and σANN, is 49 veh/h and 27 veh/h, respec-
tively, which is considerably smaller compared to 
the HCM 2010 method. The close value of the error 
obtained by the MLR and ANN methods conditions 
the presentation of the evidence that there is a statis-
tically significant difference between them. If this 
difference exists, it can be concluded that the ANN 
method is better than the MLR method. The data 
on which the statistical method will be tested are  
diffMLR and diffANN (provided in Table 2 and Figure 5).

A t-test was applied to confirm the statistical 
difference between MLR and ANN results:

t

m
SD diff

m
SD diff

diff diff
ANN MLR

ANN MLR

2 2=
+

-
^ ^h h  (22)

The backpropagation algorithm is suggested by 
the authors in [26], where more details about the 
calculations bound to the adjustment of weight of 
neurons, i.e. training of the neural network, can be 
found.

During the development of the neural network 
architecture, one of the main tasks has been to de-
termine the number of hidden layers, as well as the 
number of neurons in them, so that the best possible 
dependence of input and output data is obtained. In 
this paper, it has been achieved by a simple method 
of trials and failures. The author stayed on certain 
values (Figure 2: two hidden layers with 12 neu-
rons each) when he was satisfied with R parameter 
(known statistical measures for goodness-of-fit). If 
we mark the fit lane from Figure 4 by y=ax+n, the a 
and n parameters take the values 1 and -25, respec-
tively, while R equals 0.9939.
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Figure 4 – Observed and forecast saturation flows using the 
best ANN model

More about the architecture and the ANN types, 
about the new scientific knowledge and achieve-
ments, can be found in book [27].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A numerical example on which the suggested 
methods will be tested represents the last 20 input 
data which have not been taken into consideration 
for the multiple linear analysis and the artificial neu-
ral network models. In other words, a comparison of 
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By taking the appropriate data about the average 
value and the standard deviation from Table 2,  param-
eter value: t=-1.766 is obtained. Testing is performed 
with the 5% risk (t0.05=1.729). Since │t│>t0.05, it 
can be concluded that, in this case, the ANN meth-
od has obtained statistically better solutions than the 
MRL method.

In papers [18, 19], the MLR performs well in 
the saturated flow estimation, but the novelty in our 
paper is that we solve the complex problem of sat-
urated flow of SLPLT. It is shown that the MLR, 
as a simpler method than ANN, obtains acceptable 
results in solving the subject problem.

where:
diffANN     – average value of the first sample;

diffMLR     – average value of the second  
         sample;
SD diffANN^ h  – standard deviation of the first  
         sample;
SD diffMLR^ h  – standard deviation of the second  
         sample;
m       – size of the first and the second  
          sample (m = 20).

Table 2 – Testing of the proposed models

m X1 X2 X3 X4 sSIM sHCM sMLR sANN diffHCM diffMLR diffANN

1 10 342 332 12 1,729 1,422 1,570 1,650 307 159 79
2 35 250 363 10 1,359 1,068 1,401 1,350 291 42 9
3 31 82 223 8 1,709 1,642 1,698 1,724 67 11 15
4 37 60 226 9 1,695 1,546 1,649 1,690 149 46 5
5 32 168 204 8 1,624 1,694 1,611 1,623 70 13 1
6 40 191 411 12 1,384 913 1,369 1,361 471 15 23
7 25 87 353 15 1,652 1,168 1,637 1,673 484 15 21
8 19 123 85 5 1,858 1,788 1,875 1,835 70 17 23
9 46 59 301 7 1,574 1,214 1,532 1,586 360 42 12
10 45 330 97 6 1,375 1,659 1,385 1,347 284 10 28
11 20 400 281 8 1,482 1,497 1,463 1,500 15 19 18
12 20 399 500 8 1,418 914 1,350 1,404 504 68 14
13 48 131 425 15 1,327 822 1,317 1,300 505 10 27
14 28 354 81 13 1,467 1,598 1,496 1,496 131 29 29
15 46 181 407 9 1,316 904 1,340 1,330 412 24 14
16 30 273 173 7 1,520 1,703 1,550 1,533 183 30 13
17 25 301 385 10 1,446 1,104 1,442 1,423 342 4 23
18 19 200 377 12 1,631 1,182 1,595 1,634 449 36 3
19 40 159 146 13 1,599 1,628 1,533 1,553 29 66 46
20 12 277 235 7 1,750 1,746 1,700 1,747 4 50 3
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Figure 5 – Absolute difference between the evaluated values of the saturated flow and the values obtained by simulation
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NOV PRISTUP ZA PROCENU VREDNOSTI 
ZASIĆENOG TOKA ZAJEDNIČKE  
SAOBRAĆAJNE TRAKE SA DOZVOLJENIM 
LEVIM SKRETANJIMA

ABSTRAKT
Procena vrednosti zasićenog toka saobraćajnih tra-

ka je od velikog značaja pri definisanju signalnog plana 
raskrsnice. Zbog brojnih uticajnih faktora, čije  vrednosti 
nije uvek lako kvantifikovati, predmetni problem spada 
u grupu teških za rešavanje. Ovaj rad se bavi procenom 
vrednosti zasićenog toka zajedničke saobraćajne trake 
sa dozvoljenim levim skretanjima. Razvijen je algoritam 
baziran na veštačkim neuronskim mrežama, gde su poda-
ci za obučavanje dobijeni pomoću simulacije. Rezultati 
dobijeni pomoću veštačkih neuronskih mreža poređeni su 
sa onima dobijenim višestrukom regresijom i poznatom 
HCM 2010 metodom za određivanje zasićenog toka za-
jedničkih saobraćajnih traka. Numerički primer, razvijen 
u radu, pokazuje da je pristup zasnovan na veštačkim 
neuronskim mrežama postigao statistički bolje rezultate 
od onih generisanih pomoću višestruke regresije, sa 
greškom od 27 voz/h i 49 voz/h, respektivno. HCM 2010 
pristup je značajno lošiji u odnosu na ostala dva koja su 
primenjena u ovom radu. Buduća istraživanja bi mogla 
da idu u pravcu uključivanja dodatnih faktora u pred-
loženu metodologiju, kao što su nagib saobraćajne trake, 
blizina autobuskog stajališta i drugih.

KLJUČNE REČI
veštačke neuronske mreže; višestruka regresija; 
dozvoljena leva skretanja; zajednička saobraćajna  
traka; simulacija;
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Training pairs (50 of 100 pairs)

No.
Input Output

No.
Input Output

X1 X2 X3 X4 sSIM X1 X2 X3 X4 sSIM

1 34 173 156 10 1,583 26 18 215 374 13 1,619
2 16 328 473 10 1,560 27 18 183 384 14 1,646
3 33 311 493 13 1,217 28 33 297 204 8 1,464
4 38 227 269 14 1,448 29 11 203 430 7 1,780
5 41 63 241 5 1,708 30 24 286 144 7 1,598
6 41 231 167 5 1,519 31 50 277 447 6 1,152
7 44 64 360 14 1,500 32 12 203 437 10 1,744
8 35 362 320 5 1,309 33 16 50 79 15 1,761
9 39 291 88 11 1,455 34 37 139 228 12 1,568
10 20 400 232 12 1,483 35 32 290 206 15 1,434
11 19 310 337 6 1,597 36 42 81 282 11 1,572
12 15 179 58 13 1,781 37 44 213 420 9 1,303
13 16 334 183 13 1,656 38 10 213 156 8 1,829
14 22 216 346 10 1,570 39 12 64 306 10 1,808
15 30 278 156 13 1,505 40 36 54 126 8 1,801
16 48 266 429 9 1,183 41 19 339 343 6 1,575
17 31 389 424 6 1,225 42 14 197 237 5 1,820
18 27 292 116 10 1,556 43 41 296 315 11 1,280
19 14 178 458 9 1,709 44 28 398 210 5 1,423
20 30 321 261 10 1,446 45 48 183 114 10 1,513
21 49 241 305 8 1,323 46 48 164 68 15 1,536
22 32 274 431 12 1,122 47 35 352 66 5 1,478
23 14 51 482 10 1,779 48 38 182 491 12 1,317
24 35 336 460 7 1,218 49 28 84 308 15 1,626
25 22 140 215 6 1,792 50 47 223 53 7 1,507
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